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Abstract 

By using the cycle-circuit representation theory of Markov processes, 
we investigate suitable criteria regarding the properties of the 
transience and recurrence for the discrete-time birth-death chains 
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defined by directed weighted cycles (especially by directed weighted 
circuits) in random ergodic environments. 

1. Introduction 

It is known that the classical birth-death chain is a special case of 
homogeneous, aperiodic, irreducible Markov chain (discrete-time or 
continuous-time) on the set of non-negative integers, where state changes can 
only happen between neighboring states. This means that the state transitions 
are of only two types: “births” which increase the state variable by one and 
“deaths” which decrease the state variable by one, that is, if the current                     
state at time instant n (discrete-time) is ,iX n =  then the state at the next 

time instant ( )1+n  can only be 11 +=+ iX n  or ( )1−i  (Nowak [10] and 

Wilkinson [12]). 

The model’s name comes from a common application, the use of such 
models to represent the current size of a population where the transitions are 
literal births and deaths. In general, the birth-death processes have many 
applications in demography, epidemiology or in biology since they may be 
used to study the evolution of bacteria of the number of people with a disease 
within a population. 

By using the cycle-circuit representation theory of Markov processes, the 
present work arises as an attempt to investigate suitable criteria regarding 
positive/null recurrence and transience for the corresponding “adjoint” 
Markov chains describing uniquely the discrete-time birth-death chains by 
directed circuits and weights in random ergodic environments. (Kalpazidou 
[7] and Derriennic [1]). This will give us the possibility to study specific 
problems associated with birth-death chains in another way through cycle-
circuit representations. (For the study of cycle-circuit representation of 
discrete-time birth-death chains in fixed ergodic environments as special 
cases of random walks we refer the reader to Ganatsiou [2-5]). 

The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we give a brief account 
of certain concepts of cycle-circuit representation theory of Markov 
processes that we shall need throughout the paper. In Section 3, we present 
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some auxiliary results regarding the study of cycle-circuit and weight 
representations of discrete-time birth-death chains in fixed and random 
ergodic environments in order to make the presentation of the paper more 
comprehensible. These results will give us the motivation to study the 
equivalent proper criteria regarding transience and recurrence of the 
corresponding Markov chains, describing uniquely the classical discrete-   
time birth-death chains in random ergodic environments, as it is given in 
Section 4. 

In the next we need the following notation: 

{ } { }....,3,2,1,...,2,1,0 == ∗NN  

2. Preliminaries 

Let S be a denumerable set. The directed sequence ( )121 ,...,,, iiiic v=  

modulo the cyclic permutations, where ,...,,, 21 Siii v ∈  ,1>v  completely 

defines a directed circuit in S. The ordered sequence ( )viiic ...,,,ˆ 21=  

associated with the given directed circuit c is called a directed cycle in S. A 
directed circuit may be considered as  

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ),,1...,,1, vmcvmcmcmcc +−++=  

if there exists an ,Zm ∈  such that  

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ),,1...,,1,0 121 vmcivmcimcimci v +=−+=+=+=  

that is a periodic function from Z (the set of integers) to S. 

The smallest integer ( ) 1≥≡ cpp  satisfying the equation ( ) =+ pmc  

( ),mc  for all ,Zm ∈  is the period of c. A directed circuit c such that 

( ) 1=cp  is called a loop. (In the present work, we shall use directed circuits 

with distinct point elements). 

Let a directed circuit c (or a directed cycle )ĉ  with period ( ) .1>cp  

Then we may define by 
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( )( )
( ) ( )

⎪⎩

⎪
⎨
⎧ +==∈

=
otherwise,,0

,,thatsuch,anexiststhereif,1
,

nmcjmciZm
jiJ n

c  

the n-step passage function associated with the directed circuit c, for any 
.1,, ≥∈ nSji  We may also define by 

( )
( )

⎩
⎨
⎧ =∈

=
otherwise,,0

,thatsuchanexiststhereif,1 mciZm
iJc  

the passage function associated with the directed circuit c, for any .Si ∈  The 
above definitions are due to MacQueen [9] and Kalpazidou [7]. 

Given a denumerable set S and an infinite denumerable class C of 
overlapping directed circuits (or directed cycles) with distinct points (except 
for the terminals) in S such that all the points of S can be reached from one 
another following paths of circuit-edges, that is, for each two distinct points i 
and j of S there exists a sequence ,1,...,,, 21 ≥kccc k  of circuits (or cycles) 

of C such that i lies on 1c  and j lies on kc  and any pair of consecutive 

circuits ( )1, +nn cc  have at least one point in common. We may also assume 

that the chain C contains, among its elements, circuits (or cycles) with period 
greater or equal to 2. 

With each directed circuit (or directed cycle) Cc ∈  let us associate a 
strictly positive weight cw  which must be independent of the choice of              

the representative of c, that is, it must satisfy the consistency condition 
,cot cww k =  ,Zk ∈  where kt  is the translation of length k. 

For a given class C of overlapping directed circuits (or cycles) and for a 
given sequence ( ) Cccw ∈  of weights we may define by 

( )( )

( )∑
∑

∈

∈

⋅

⋅

=

Cc
cc

Cc
cc

ij iJw

jiJw
p

,1

 (2.1) 

the elements of a Markov transition matrix on S, if and only if 
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( )∑
∈

∞<⋅
Cc

cc iJw ,  for any .Si ∈  This means that a given Markov transition 

matrix ( ) ,,, SjipP ij ∈=  can be represented by directed circuits (or 

cycles) and weights if and only if there exists a class of overlapping directed 
circuits (or cycles) C and a sequence of positive weights ( ) Cccw ∈  such that 

the abovementioned formula (2.1) holds. In this case, the representations of 
the distributions of Markov processes (with discrete or continuous parameter) 
having an invariant measure as decompositions in terms of the cycle (or 
circuit) passage functions are called cycle (or circuit) representations while 
the corresponding discrete parameter Markov chains generated by directed 
cycles (or circuits) are called cycle (or circuit) chains with Markov transition 
matrix given by (2.1). Furthermore, the Markov transition matrix P has a 
unique stationary distribution p which is a solution of p. pP =  defined by 

( ) ( )∑
∈

∈⋅=
Cc

cc SiiJwip .,  

It is known that the following classes of Markov chains may be represented 
uniquely by circuits (or cycles) and weights: 

 (i) The recurrent Markov chains (Minping and Min [11]). 

(ii) The reversible Markov chains. 

3. Circuit and Weight Representations of 
Discrete-time Birth-death Chains 

3.1. Fixed ergodic environments 

Let us consider the Markov chain ( ) 0≥nnX  on , which describes a 

discrete-time birth-death chain. Since the state transitions are of only two 
types, that is, ( )1+→ kk  and ( ),1−→ kk  the elements of the 

corresponding Markov transition matrix are defined by 

( ) ,11 knn pkXkX ==+=+P  

( ) ,11 knn qkXkX ==−=+P  
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such that ,1=+ kk qp  ,10 ≤< kp  for every ,1≥k  with ,10 =p  as it is 

shown in the following diagram: 

 

Figure 1 

A. Description of the representation of the discrete-time birth-death 
chain by directed circuits and weights 

Let us assume that ( ) 0≥kkp  is an arbitrary fixed sequence with 

,10 ≤< kp  for every ,1≥k  with .10 =p  Then if we consider the directed 

circuits ( ) ,0,,1, ≥+= kkkkck  and the collection of weights ( ) 0≥kckw  

we may obtain that 

,1, 0
1

=
+

=
−

pww
w

p
kk

k

cc

c
k  

.1,1
1

1 ≥
+

=−=
−

− kww
w

pq
kk

k

cc

c
kk  

Here the class ( )kC  contains the directed circuits ( ),,1, kkkck +=  =−1kc  

( ).1,,1 −− kkk  Hence, the transition matrix ( )ijpP =  with 

( )( )

( )
,

,

0

0

1

∑

∑
∞

=

∞

=

⋅

⋅

=

k
cc

k
cc

ij

iJw

jiJw
p

kk

kk
  for ,ji ≠  (3.1) 

,0=iip  

where ( )( ) ,1,1 =jiJ
kc  if i, j are consecutive points of the circuit ,kc  

( ) ,1=iJ kc  if i is a point of the circuit ,kc  
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expresses the representation of the Markov chains ( ) 0≥nnX  by cycles 

(especially by directed circuits) and weights. 

Furthermore, let us consider the “adjoint” Markov chains ( ) 0≥′ nnX  (of 

the abovementioned Markov chain ( ) )0≥nnX  on N  whose the elements of 

the corresponding Markov transition matrix are defined by 

( ) ,11 knn qkXkX ′==′+=′ +P  

( ) ,11 knn pkXkX ′==′−=′ +P  

such that ,10,1 ≤′<=′+′ kkk qqp  for every ,1≥k  with ,10 =′q  as it is 

shown in the following diagram representing the “adjoint” Markov chain of a 
discrete-time birth-death chain: 

 
Figure 2 

B. Description of the representation of the “adjoint” discrete-time birth-
death chain by directed circuits and weights 

If we assume that ( ) 0≥′ kkq is an arbitrary fixed sequence with ,10 ≤′< kq  

for every ,1≥k  with 10 =′q  and if we consider the directed circuits 

( ),1,,1 ++=′ kkkck  0≥k  and the collections of weights ( ) ,0≥′ kckw  then 

we may have that 

,1, 0
1

=′
+

=′
′′

′

−
qww

w
q

kk

k

cc

c
k  

.1,1
1

1 ≥
+

=′−=′
′′

′

−

− kww
w

qp
kk

k

cc

c
kk  (3.2) 

Here the class ( )kC′  contains the directed circuits ( ),1,,1 ++=′ kkkck  

( ).,1,1 kkkck −=′ −  Hence, the transition matrix ( )ijpP ′=′  with elements 
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equivalent to that given by the abovementioned formulas (3.2), expresses 
also the representation of the “adjoint” Markov chain ( ) 0≥′ nnX  by directed 

cycles (especially by directed circuits) and weights.  

So we have the following: 

Proposition 1. The Markov chain ( ) 0≥nnX  describes the discrete-time 

birth-death chain as above has a unique representation by directed cycles 
(especially by directed circuits) and weights. 

Proposition 2. The “adjoint” Markov chain ( ) 0≥′ nnX  defined as above 

has a unique representation by directed cycles (especially by directed 
circuits) and weights. 

For the proofs of the above propositions, see Ganatsiou [4, 5]. 

3.2. Random ergodic environments 

Let us now consider a discrete-time birth-death chain on N  with 
transitions ( )1−→ kk  and ( ),1+→ kk  whose transition probabilities 

( ) Nkkp ∈  constitute a stationary and ergodic sequence. A realization of this 

sequence is called a random environment for this chain. Regarding the study 
of the unique cycle and weight representation of this chain in random 
environments for almost every environment, let us consider a probability 
space ( ),,, μΩ F  a measure preserving, ergodic automorphism of this                

space Ω→Ωθ :  and the measurable function ( )1,0: →Ωp  such that for 

every ,Ω∈ω  which generates the random environment ( ),ωθ≡ κppk  the 

sequence ( ) Nkkp ∈  is a stationary and ergodic sequence of random variables. 

Assume that ( )NN=S  is an infinite product space with coordinates 

( ) .0≥nnX  Then we may define a family ( ) Ω∈ω
ωP  of probability measures 

on S such that for every ,Ω∈ω  the sequence ( ) 0≥nnX  is a Markov chain on 

N  whose the elements of the corresponding Markov transition matrix are 
defined by 
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( ) ( ) ( ),1,10 10 ωθ==+=== +
ωω k

nn pkXkXX PP  

( ) ( ) ( ) ,,111
∗

+
ω ∈κωθ≡ωθ−==−= NP kk

nn qpkXkX  

as it is showed in the following diagram: 

 
Figure 3 

Let us now introduce the “adjoint” discrete-time birth-death chain in 
random ergodic environments denoted by ( ) .0≥′ nnX  For every environment 

Ω∈ω  let ( ) Ω∈ω
ωP  be the family of probability measures on S. Then the 

sequence ( ) 0≥′ nnX  is a Markov chain on N  whose the elements of the 

corresponding Markov transition matrix are defined by 

( ) ,100 ==′ω XP  

( ) ( ),11 ωθ==′−=′ +
ω k

nn pkXkXP  

( ) ( ) ( ) ,,111
∗

+
ω ∈ωθ≡ωθ−==′+=′ NP kqpkXkX kk

nn  

as it is showed in the following diagram: 

 
Figure 4 

Hence, we have the following: 

Proposition 3. For μ almost every environment ,Ω∈ω  the chain 

( ) 0≥nnX  has a unique circuit and weight representation. 

Proposition 4. For μ almost every environment ,Ω∈ω  the chain 

( ) 0≥′ nnX  has a unique circuit and weight representation. 
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For the proofs of the above propositions see Ganatsiou et al. [6]. 

4. Criteria of Recurrence and Transience for the Markov Chains 
( ) ( ) 00, ≥≥ ′ nnnn XX  

4.1. Fixed ergodic environments 

We consider that for the Markov chain ( ) ,0≥nnX  there is a unique 

invariant measure up to a multiplicative constant factor ,1 kkk ww +=μ −  

,1≥k  ,00 w=μ  while for the Markov chain ( ) ,0≥′ nnX  ,1 kkk ww ′+′=μ′ −  

1≥k  with .00 w′=μ′  In the case that an irreducible chain is recurrent, there 

is only and only one invariant measure (finite or not), so we may obtain the 
following: 

Proposition 5. (i) The Markov chain ( ) 0≥nnX  defined as above is 

positive recurrent if and only if  

( )∑ ∑
∞

=

∞

=
⎟
⎟
⎠

⎞

⎜
⎜
⎝

⎛
+∞<⋅+∞<⋅

1 10
21 .1

k k
kkkk pwworpbbb …  

(ii) The Markov chain ( ) 0≥′ nnX  defined as above is positive recurrent if 

and only if 

∑ ∑
∞

=

∞

=
⎟
⎟
⎠

⎞

⎜
⎜
⎝

⎛
+∞<′⋅′+∞<

⋅
1 1021

11

k k
k

k
wworsss …   

and 

( )∑ ∑
∞

=

∞

=
⎟
⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜
⎜
⎝

⎛
+∞=′⋅′

⋅′+∞=′⋅
1 1

021 .1

k k kk
kk wpworpsss …  

In order to study the properties of recurrence and transience for the 
Markov chains ( ) ( ) 00, ≥≥ ′ nnnn XX  we shall use the following proposition 

(Karlin and Taylor [8]). 
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Proposition 6. Let us consider a Markov chain on ℵ  which is 
irreducible. Then if there exists a strictly increasing function that is 
harmonic on the complement of a finite interval and that is bounded, then the 
chain is transient. In the case that there exists such a function which is 
unbounded the chain is recurrent. 

Therefore, we get (see Ganatsiou et al. [5]): 

Proposition 7. The Markov chain ( ) 0≥nnX  defined as above is transient 

if and only if the adjoint Markov chain ( ) 0≥′ nnX  is positive recurrent and 

reciprocally. Moreover, the adjoint Markov chains ( ) ( ) 00, ≥≥ ′ nnnn XX  are 

null recurrent simultaneously. In particular, 

  (i) The Markov chain ( ) 0≥nnX  defined as above is transient if and only 

if  

∑
∞

=
+∞<′⋅′

10

1

k
kww   and  ∑

∞

=
+∞=′⋅′

⋅′
1

0 .1

k kk wpw  

 (ii) The Markov chain ( ) 0≥′ nnX  defined as above is transient if and only 

if 

∑
∞

=
+∞<⋅

10
.1

k
kk pww  

(iii) The adjoint Markov chains ( ) ( ) 00, ≥≥ ′ nnnn XX  are null recurrent in 

the case that 

∑
∞

=
+∞=⋅

10

1

k
kk pww   and  ∑

∞

=
+∞=′⋅′

10
.1

k
kww  

4.2. Random ergodic environments 

Regarding the criteria of recurrence and transience in the case of fixed 
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ergodic environments, we have already proved that the behaviours of 
recurrence and transience for the Markov chains ( ) ( ) 00, ≥≥ ′ nnnn XX  are tied 

together and depend on the convergence or not of the series 

∑ ∑
+∞

=

+∞

=

′
1 1

,
k k

k
k
k wp

w
  and  ∑

+∞

=
′⋅′

1
.1

k kk pw  

In the case of random ergodic environments the recurrence and 
transience are properties which are true for μ almost every environment 

Ω∈ω  or for μ almost no environment, because the system ( )θμℑΩ ,,,  is 

supposed to be ergodic. This is true in general for a random walk in ergodic 
random environment which is irreducible. 

In order to investigate suitable criteria for the transience and recurrence 
of the corresponding Markov chains representing uniquely by directed 
circuits and weights a discrete-time birth-death chain in a random ergodic 
environment, we may use the criteria given in the study for fixed ergodic 
environments for the chains ( ) ( ) 00, ≥≥ ′ nnnn XX  restricted to the half-lines 

[ )∞+,j  with reflection in j. 

Therefore, we have the following: 

Proposition 8. The discrete-time birth-death chain ( ) 0≥nnX  in random 

ergodic random environments defined as above, is transient, for μ-a.e. 
environment ,Ω∈ω  if and only if its “adjoint” Markov chain ( ) 0≥′ nnX  is 

positive recurrent and reciprocally. Moreover, the adjoint Markov chains 
( ) 0≥nnX  and ( ) 0≥′ nnX  are null recurrent simultaneously. 

Proof. Taking into account the Birkhoff’s ergodic theorem we have 

( )∑
=

+∞→
+∞<=ω

n

k
kn

cbn
1

,log1lim  μ-a.e. 

Taking the following cases we obtain: 
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(a) .0<c  We may write 

( ) ( )∏
=

∗∈ω=ω
k

d

kc
dk kebw

1
,,~ N  

for the sequence of weights ( )( ) ∗∈ω Nkkw  of the Markov chain ( ) .0≥nnX  

Therefore, we get ( )∑
+∞

=
+∞<ω

1
,

k
kw  μ-a.e. 

For the “adjoint” Markov chain ( ) 0≥′ nnX  we have 

( ) ( ) ,,~
1

1

∗−
−

=

∈
⎟
⎟

⎠

⎞

⎜
⎜

⎝

⎛
ω=ω′ ∏ Nkew kc

k

d
dk  

for the sequence of weights ( )( ) ∗∈ω′ Nkkw  of the Markov chain ( ) .0≥′ nnX  So 

we get ( )∑
+∞

=
+∞=ω′

1
,

k
kw  μ-a.e. By using the criterion given in Subsection 4.1 

for the Markov chains ( ) ( ) 00, ≥≥ ′ nnnn XX  restricted to the half-line [ )∝+,j  

with reflection in j, we have that the restricted Markov chain ( ) 0≥nnX  is 

positive recurrent on [ ),, ∝+j  while the restricted Markov chain ( ) 0≥′ nnX  is 

transient. 

(b) .0>c  We get symmetrical results. By using an analogous way given 
in the case (a), we have that the restricted Markov chain ( ) 0≥nnX  is transient 

on [ ),, ∝+j  while the restricted Markov chain ( ) 0≥′ nnX  is positive recurrent. 

(c) .0=c  Regarding the ergodic theorem, it is well-known that the 

averages ( )∑
−

=
θ

1

0

1 n

k

kfon  take infinitely many values greater than the limit and 

infinitely many values smaller than the limit. Therefore, in the sequence of 
weights ( )( ) ( )( ) ,, NN ∈∈ ω′ω kkkk ww  for a.e. ,Ω∈ω  infinitely many values in 

both directions are greater than 1. Consequently we may have 
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( ) ( )∑ ∑
+∞

=

+∞

=
+∞=ω′=ω

1 1
,

k k
kk ww  μ-a.e. 

By using criteria of null recurrence for the restricted chains ( ) ,0≥nnX  

( ) 0≥′ nnX  to the half-line [ )∞+,j  with reflection in j, in the case of fixed 

ergodic environments, we may also have that both chains are null recurrent 
on ,N  for μ-a.e. .Ω∈ω  
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